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ABSTRACT: Many statistical downscaling methods require observational inputs and expert knowledge and thus cannot be
generalized well across different regions. Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are deep-learning models that have
generalization abilities for various applications. In this research, we modify UNet, a semantic-segmentation CNN, and apply
it to the downscaling of daily maximum/minimum 2-m temperature (TMAX/TMIN) over the western continental United
States from 0.258 to 4-km grid spacings. We select high-resolution (HR) elevation, low-resolution (LR) elevation, and LR
TMAX/TMIN as inputs; train UNet using Parameter–Elevation Regressions on Independent Slopes Model (PRISM) data
over the south- and central-western United States from 2015 to 2018; and test it independently over both the training
domains and the northwestern United States from 2018 to 2019. We found that the original UNet cannot generate enough
fine-grained spatial details when transferred to the new northwestern U.S. domain. In response, we modified the original
UNet by assigning an extra HR elevation output branch/loss function and training the modified UNet to reproduce both the
supervised HR TMAX/TMIN and the unsupervised HR elevation. This improvement is named ‘‘UNet-Autoencoder
(AE).’’ UNet-AE supports semisupervised model fine-tuning for unseen domains and showed better gridpoint-level performance with more than 10% mean absolute error (MAE) reduction relative to the original UNet. On the basis of its
performance relative to the 4-km PRISM, UNet-AE is a good option to provide generalizable downscaling for regions that
are underrepresented by observations.
KEYWORDS: Error analysis; Interpolation schemes; Model evaluation/performance; Model output statistics; Deep
learning; Neural networks

1. Introduction
Numerical modeling is fundamental for understanding and
predicting the state of the atmosphere in the past and future
(Kalnay 2003; Cullen 2007; Lauritzen 2011). Because of the
limitations of computation, numerical stability, and the quality
of initialization, many numerical simulations and reanalysis
products operate at roughly 20–80-km grid spacings, which
resolve only large-scale weather phenomena [see Feser et al.
(2011), Rummukainen (2010), and Foley (2010) for regional
climate models; Haarsma et al. (2016) and Roberts et al. (2018)
for global climate models; and Dee et al. (2011) and Ebita et al.
(2011) for reanalysis data]. This spatial resolution is acceptable
for synoptic process studies and weather forecasting. Still, it
can be too coarse to represent the distribution and spatial
variability of surface meteorological variables in complex terrain, whereas the subgrid-scale orographic variation is a key
factor [see Kleiber et al. (2013) for 2-m temperature; Holden
et al. (2011) for precipitation; and Gutmann et al. (2012) for
snow cover].
Downstream and real-world applications of atmospheric
modeling, including hydrology (Fowler et al. 2007), climate
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risk assessment (Tabor and Williams 2010), and natural resource planning (Sailor et al. 2008; Thrasher et al. 2013), require surface meteorological inputs (e.g., 2-m temperature,
precipitation, wind speed) with very fine spatial scales and
cycled, near-real-time updates, typically beyond what operational meteorological centers can currently offer. Statistical
downscaling (SD), a postprocessing technique that can generate localized meteorological information conditioned on
coarse numerical model outputs or reanalysis data, has the
potential to resolve this challenge and, thus, has received
attention since the 1990s (Wilby and Wigley 1997; Wilby et al.
1999; Dibike and Coulibaly 2005; Glotter et al. 2014).
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are types of deeplearning models with convolutional layers that accept gridded
inputs (Aloysius and Geetha 2017; Gu et al. 2018). The convolutional layer of CNNs has multiple output channels where
each channel corresponds to a convolution kernel and an
activation function. A two-dimensional convolution kernel is
an array of trainable weights that performs cross-correlation
calculations on gridded inputs and learns the abstraction of
gridlike topology (i.e., shifting invariant representations)
(Goodfellow et al. 2016).
Research on downscaling methods with state-of-the-art
CNNs is its early stages. Within the context of SD, CNNbased downscaling has the potential to bring new insights.
First, CNNs are good at learning gridded data. Based on the
success of CNNs in computer vision topics, including semantic segmentation, which separates image characteristics
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(e.g., Long et al. 2017), and single-image superresolution, which
learns the relationships between low-resolution (LR) and highresolution (HR) images (e.g., Dong et al. 2016); CNNs are expected to perform well in gridded downscaling problems that
share similarities with the image-to-image learning. The recent
progress of Ducournau and Fablet (2016) in sea surface temperature downscaling and Vandal et al. (2017, 2018) in precipitation downscaling are examples of this. Second, in contrast to
many SD methods that define downscaling as a fully supervised
regression problem, CNNs can learn cross-scale downscaling
relationships in flexible ways and avoid several limitations of
supervised learning. For example, CNNs can learn generalizable
patterns across multiple domains (Li et al. 2017) and can perform semisupervised training/tuning where there is insufficient
observational truth (H.-Y. Zhou et al. 2018). Third, although
building deep-learning models from scratch is costly, migrating
existing deep-learning models is efficient and user friendly.
State-of-the-art deep-learning models, including CNNs, have a
modular nature and can extract hierarchical representations for
multiple learning tasks (e.g., Hinton 2007). For example, using
pretrained image classification CNN layers as a ‘‘backbone’’ can
help to customize an image-segmentation CNN (e.g., Chen et al.
2018). Migrating pretrained deep-learning models is not the
focus of this research. However, developing CNN-based downscaling may collaboratively help and benefit other deep-learning
models applied to gridded numerical fields.
In this research, CNN-based downscaling of daily
maximum/minimum 2-m temperature (TMAX/TMIN) over
the continental U.S. West, from 0.258 (roughly 28 km) to the
finer 4-km grid spacing is performed. A companion paper (Sha
et al. 2020) will examine downscaling of daily precipitation.
The architecture of CNN is based on UNet (a.k.a U-net or
u-net), a semantic-segmentation model that was originally
proposed for medical images (Ronneberger et al. 2015). UNet
is a symmetrical encoder–decoder CNN with skip connections.
We hypothesize that UNet architecture is suitable for solving
gridded downscaling problems because it can learn terrain
features from elevation inputs and reconstruct fine-grained HR
outputs by its hierarchical decoders and skip connections (see
section 3). By examining the applicability of UNet, we address the
following research questions: 1) How can UNet-like architectures
be modified for the gridded downscaling of TMAX/TMIN? 2)
What is the performance of UNet in quantitative, texture and
distribution evaluations? 3) Can UNet perform consistently
(i.e., is generalizable) across different time, domain, and numerical inputs?
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the scope of the downscaling problem and the datasets applied. Section 3 describes the design, architecture, and
implementation details of UNet together with the baseline
method. Section 4 summarizes the downscaling results and
evaluations. Section 5 has discussion and conclusions.

2. Problem setup and data
a. The scope of research
This research defines downscaling as a resolution enhancement process that estimates plausible HR TMAX/TMIN
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values conditioned on the given LR TMAX/TMIN inputs
and static geographical data (e.g., terrain elevation). We aim to
correct the error due to unresolved scales and terrain-related
physical processes. The error attributed to the imperfect
physics and initial/boundary conditions (i.e., model error and
background error) is not tackled, because our goal is to
develop a generalizable system. If CNNs are overfitted to
certain warm–cold bias patterns in certain regions and models,
they cannot be generalized to other regions and numerical
model inputs. In other words, this research offers a downscaling method that has the flexibility to integrate with other biascorrection schemes [e.g., observation calibration (Ho et al.
2012), quantile mapping (Maraun 2013), and gridded model
output statistics (Gneiting et al. 2005)]. The scope of this research is slightly different from some traditional gridded SD
(e.g., bias-corrected spatial disaggregation; Wood et al. 2002,
2004) that performs bias-correction and resolution enhancement
in conjunction. By the above concept, we do not train CNNs with
specific numerical model inputs; instead, we coarsen the HR
fields and use them as ‘‘surrogate model inputs’’ to train CNNs.

b. Downscaling domain
The domain of interest of this research is the western continental United States, defined as the bounding box of 1258–
1008W and 248–498N (Fig. 1a). The western continental United
States contains highly heterogeneous geographical conditions
and a complicated mix of weather regimes, including islands,
basins, coastal areas, and inland mountains. For the distribution of 2-m temperature, many localized phenomena exist,
including nocturnal temperature inversions over the inland
valleys, basin-scale cold pools, orography-related daytime
temperature amplification, and temperature advection driven
by local winds (Whiteman et al. 2004; Zardi and Whiteman
2013). These small-scale processes bring challenges to the
downscaling of TMAX/TMIN.
For analyzing the spatial generalization ability of CNNs, we
divide the downscaling domain into three components, with
latitude ranges of 248–418N used for training (training domain),
418–458N used for training and fine-tuning (tuning domain),
and 458–498N used for independent spatial transfer learning
testing (transferring domain) (Fig. 1a). Generalization ability
to an unseen spatial domain is useful because regions covered
by high quality and gridded HR TMAX/TMIN are limited.
Generalizable CNNs trained on these regions can then be applied
to other desired regions that have paucity-of-data problems.

c. Data
The 4-km near-real-time TMAX/TMIN analysis obtained from
Parameter–Elevation Regressions on Independent Slopes Model
(PRISM) (HR PRISM) is used as the HR downscaling target for
the training and evaluation of CNNs (Table 1). For evaluation,
HR PRISM is treated as the TMAX/TMIN gridded truth.
PRISM is a climate analysis system that incorporates localized regression, weighted station calibration that accounts for geographic properties (e.g., effective terrain
height, facet, and coastal proximity), and upper-air conditions to generate gridded estimates of surface meteorological
variables (Daly et al. 2008). Previous studies have verified the
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FIG. 1. (a) Downscaling domain. The color shading is elevation at 4-km resolution. Dark red and orange lines are the boundaries of
transferring, tuning, and training domains. The corresponding latitudes of the boundaries are labeled. Black solid lines show the
boundaries of segmented overlapping tiles during the inference stage; black dashed lines show the (nonoverlapped) concatenation
boundaries inside each tile. (b) The gridpoint size of each square tile as outlined with the dashed line.

quality of PRISM TMAX/TMIN (Strachan and Daly 2017)
and used this product for temperature spatial analysis (e.g.,
Weiss et al. 2009; Minder et al. 2010). The 4-km HR PRISM
TMAX/TMIN is also used to produce an LR version at 0.258
grid spacing through spatial aggregation (i.e., averaging all
the HR grid points whose centers fall within an LR grid
point) and is then used as a downscaling input (LR PRISM).
ETOPO1 provides the terrain elevation fields as downscaling
inputs (Table 1). ETOPO1 elevation is derived from a 1-arcmin-resolution (roughly 2 km) global relief model maintained by
the National Geophysical Data Center (NGDC) of the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) (Amante
and Eakins 2009).
The National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)
Global Data Assimilation System (GDAS)/Final (FNL)

operational global analysis and forecast data is used for
testing the pretrained CNN downscaling models (Table 1).
NCEP GDAS/FNL is the analysis product of Global Forecast
System (GFS), NCEP, with the GFS initialization supported by
GDAS and observational data from various sources including the
Global Telecommunications System (GTS). NCEP GDAS/FNL
has 0.258 grid spacing, is available every 6 h in near–real time and
contains surface TMAX/TMIN forecasting fields.

d. Data preprocessing
HR PRISM from 1 January 2015 to 31 December 2018 (four
years) is subset to the downscaling domain and coarsened into
LR with 1 January 2015–31 December 2016 (two years) used
for training, 1 January 2017–31 December 2017 used for validation, and 1 January 2018–31 December 2018 used for testing.

TABLE 1. Datasets used in this research.
Name

Reference

Variable

Grid spacing

Usage
Downscaling target

4 km
PRISM

ETOPO1
NCEP GDAS/FNL

PRISM Climate Group (2004)

Amante and Eakins (2009)
NOAA/NWS/NCEP (2015)

TMAX/TMIN

Gridded truth for evaluation
Coarsened to 0.258

Downscaling input

Coarsened to 4 km

Downscaling input

Coarsened to 0.258

Downscaling input

0.258

Testing

Elevation
TMAX/TMIN
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We think a training set with multiyear temporal coverage is
needed to avoid the overfitting of CNNs.
NCEP GDAS/FNL TMAX/TMIN analyses at 6-h intervals,
from 1 January 2018 to 31 December 2018, are aggregated to
daily by taking the maximum/minimum of TMAX/TMIN within
every four 6-h outputs and are subset to the downscaling domain. The daily aggregation is based on the PRISM day definition of 1200–1200 UTC, identified by its period-ending date.
ETOPO1 elevation is subset into the same downscaling
domains and coarsened from 1-arc-min to 4-km grid spacing
for matching with PRISM. ETOPO1 1-arc-min elevation is
also coarsened to 0.258 grid spacing to serve as the downscaling
input of LR elevation.
All the 0.258 LR variables, including NCEP GDAS/FNL,
coarsened ETOPO1 and LR PRISM are interpolated to the
4-km grid spacing through bicubic interpolation. The training
period HR PRISM in the transferring domain is neither used
for training nor for testing.

3. Method
a. Downscaling, superresolution and terrain semantics
Before diving into the details of CNN-based downscaling, a
brief introduction is provided on the reasoning for applying
superresolution and semantic-segmentation-originated CNNs
to the temperature downscaling problem. Gridded downscaling
enhances the spatial resolution of meteorological fields, and it
shares similarity with superresolution problems that aim to
generate HR output conditioned on the LR input of the same
scene. When the temporal information is processed separately
(i.e., no forecasting along the time axis), gridded downscaling
can be specifically compared with single-image superresolution.
Gridded downscaling and single-image superresolution are
ill-posed problems. For natural-image-based superresolution,
a specific LR image can be associated with multiple HR images, thus the LR-to-HR relationships that superresolution
models need to learn are usually intractable (Yang et al. 2019).
For gridded downscaling, this difficulty can be mitigated by
accepting additional geographical inputs that are related to the
downscaling target. By learning the geographically related
representations, CNNs can obtain better priors for estimating
the cross-scale downscaling relationships and reduce the
complexity of HR field reconstruction.
Orography, as represented by elevation fields, can help
characterize the spatial heterogeneity of 2-m temperature,
because the meteorological processes that modify near-surface
temperatures are locally embedded with small-scale terrain
features. These terrain features, such as plain, slope, peak, and
valley, are recognized as the semantic contents of terrain
(e.g., Drăgut and Blaschke 2008; Strobl 2008). When overly
smoothed semantics (as represented by the LR elevation) are
replaced by complex terrain semantics in the HR elevation,
2-m temperature changes accordingly. Thus, for estimating
HR TMAX/TMIN, downscaling models should be capable of
detecting the change of terrain semantics, and how this change
is related to the LR-to-HR relationships of TMAX/TMIN.
Traditional gridded SD models commonly use the absolute
difference between LR and HR elevation to represent the
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change of terrain semantics (e.g., Huld and Pascua 2015). For
deep learning, semantic segmentation studies have shown that
encoder–decoder CNNs can learn image semantics in different
real-world scenarios [e.g., Wang et al. (2019) for facial recognition; Naresh et al. (2018) for autonomous driving; Zhou et al.
(2020) for medical image diagnosis). Given the success of
CNNs in natural-image-based semantic-segmentations, we
hypothesize that they can also learn terrain semantics from
gridded elevation inputs and perform downscaling well.

b. CNN architectures
An encoder–decoder CNN with a hierarchical decoder that
supports the reconstruction of HR targets combines the ideas
of semantic segmentation and super resolution. In this research,
we apply UNet (Ronneberger et al. 2015) as an example of the
above idea. UNet has symmetrical encoder–decoder blocks with
the technical highlight of long-range skip connections. These
skip connections bridge the encoder and decoder blocks at the
same downsampling level and can benefit the reconstruction
of fine-grained HR targets.
The original UNet has four downsampling blocks, which
together perform 16 times downsampling. For downscaling
problems, we chose the total downsampling rate to stay around
the rate of resolution enhancement from LR to HR grid
spacings. This choice is because LR inputs, although interpolated to the HR grid spacing, do not have the corresponding
HR semantics to be learned, and thus, should not be downsampled beyond their original grid spacing before interpolation. In this research, the grid spacing of LR inputs before and
after interpolation are 0.258 (roughly 28 km) and 4 km, which
supports 8-times downsampling maximum, so only the first
three down- and upsampling blocks of UNet are preserved.
We replaced the softmax activation of UNet with linear
activation, reduced the number of convolutional layers in the
up- and downsampling blocks, and reduced the number of
output channels for each convolutional layer from {64, 128,
256, 512, 1024} to {56, 112, 224, 448} (Fig. 2). These modifications make UNet computationally effective (i.e., 1/ 8 of its
original size) and better suited in downscaling as a regression
problem. Other UNet architectures stay the same as its original
version in Ronneberger et al. (2015), and herein this modified
UNet is called the ‘‘original UNet.’’
We make further changes based on the original UNet by
adding an HR elevation output branch parallel to the existing
HR TMAX/TMIN output (Fig. 2). We name this model UNetAutoencoder (AE). Given that HR elevation is one of the inputs,
having it as a separate output forms a latent AE within the original
UNet, which helps with the extraction of HR elevation representations (see Hinton 2006 for the details of AE). This is beneficial
because HR elevation contains valuable HR terrain semantics, or
the ‘‘style’’ of downscaling toward a target. Implementing a latent
AE with HR elevation can support UNet-AE in capturing effective
representations of the HR terrain semantics.
A loss function is assigned to the extra HR elevation output
of UNet-AE. This loss function is unsupervised because it
measures the reconstruction of HR elevation input and is calculated without ‘‘labels’’ (i.e., HR PRISM). By holding an
unsupervised reconstruction loss, UNet-AE can support
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FIG. 2. The architecture of UNet and UNet-AE. Arrows represent the direction of the
forward pass. Dark-blue boxes are 3-by-3 convolution kernels with batch normalization (BN;
Ioffe and Szegedy 2015) and rectified linear unit (ReLU; Nair and Hinton 2010) activation
function. Numbers beside the dark-blue boxes represent the number of convolutional channels.
Yellow and red boxes are the maximum pooling and unpooling layers, respectively.
Transparent boxes with dashed lines represent layer concatenations. The gray axis on the right
displays the level of downsampling. The double slash represents the optional spatial dropout.
Light-blue, green, and red background colors highlight the hidden layers as part of the
downsampling, bottom-level nonlinear mapping, and upsampling blocks, respectively. The HR
elevation output branch of UNet-AE is shown within the gray background.

consistency-based semisupervised model tuning. In a transfer
learning scenario, this means 1) pretraining UNet-AE with
both supervised loss (i.e., HR PRISM reconstruction loss)
and unsupervised loss (i.e., HR elevation reconstruction loss)
in the training domain, so it obtains priors of the downscaling
targets; and 2) optimizing the unsupervised loss in a transferring
scenario, so UNet-AE adapts to the transferring domain inputs
[see H.-Y. Zhou et al. (2018) for the details of semisupervised
transfer learning]. In the early stage of the UNet-AE training, its
supervised and unsupervised loss may not decrease simultaneously. Optional spatial dropout (Tompson et al. 2015) can be
assigned as a regularization (Fig. 2).

c. Training and tuning steps
The original UNet and UNet-AE (the ‘‘two UNets’’) are
trained separately within four seasons and in the training/tuning
domains. Mean absolute error (MAE) is used as the loss function. Training is performed in two stages with random-croppingbased multiscale training (see Simonyan and Zisserman
2015 for details). The first stage applies 908 rotation as data
augmentation, takes adaptive moment estimation (Adam)
(Kingma and Ba 2017) as the optimizer and trains fixed
50 epochs with the learning rates scheduled every five epochs (Fig. 3). The second stage turns off the data augmentation and applies early stopping and learning-rate decay
with stochastic gradient descent (SGD) optimizer (Bottou
2010) (Fig. 3). For each random cropping, all ocean grid
points, as indicated by the land mask of HR PRISM, are
replaced with zeros, and all the land grid points are normalized by Z scores. The supervised and unsupervised MAE
losses of UNet-AE are equally weighted.

Based on the training error trends (Figs. 3a–d for TMAX),
validation and training loss show similar decreasing trends with
no significant training set overfit. In the first training stage, the
validation loss of UNet-AE is higher because its bottom-level
spatial dropout performs regularization. In the second stage,
the validation loss of the original UNet and UNet-AE are
comparable, typically with the validation loss of the original
UNet lower in DJF/MAM and the validation loss of UNet-AE
lower in JJA/SON.
The semisupervised fine-tuning of UNet-AE is performed in
the tuning and transferring domain after two training stages in
the training domain (see Table 2 for details). During the first
step of the fine-tuning, loss function values are first calculated
from the transferring domain HR elevation output branch and
are back propagated for updating the UNet-AE upsampling
blocks. This forces the UNet-AE to extract transferring domain elevation features and produce downscaling outputs that
better follow the terrain variation (Figs. 3f,g). In the second
step, UNet-AE is regularized in the tuning domain to generate
fine-grained TMAX/TMIN downscaling outputs (Fig. 3h). We
found the fine-tuning may negatively impact the UNet-AE
training domain performance, thus both the pretrained and
fine-tuned UNet-AE weights are preserved in this research.
All the above training and fine-tuning steps are conducted
sequentially on a single NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU with
32-gigabyte memory.

d. Full-domain inference
During the inference stage, CNN-based downscaling models
will not be directly applied to the entire domain. Instead, the
inference is performed under a domain adaptation approach.
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FIG. 3. The two-stage training progress of UNet and UNet-AE for TMAX. (a)–(d) The curves for four seasons with zoom-ins for the
second training stage. Orange solid and dashed lines are the training and validation loss of UNet; purple solid and dashed lines are the
training and validation loss of the HR temperature output branch, UNet-AE. (e) The learning-rate schedule of UNet and UNet-AE
for each of the five epochs. At the bottom are the normalized TMAX downscaling outputs during the semisupervised model tuning of
UNet-AE in the transferring domain: (f) the original UNet-AE output after training, UNet-AE outputs of tuning steps (g) 1 and (h) 2, and
(i) the normalized HR PRISM.

The full-size domain is segmented into overlapped tiles with
CNNs making predictions on each tile independently. The
size of each tile is 128 by 128 grid points, with 32 grid points at
the edge overlapping other neighboring tiles (Fig. 2b). All
tiles are blended together and form the full-domain prediction (Fig. 2a).
Applying domain adaptation addresses two concerns: 1)
processing the entire domain with 600 by 600 grid points yields
high memory intake and low computational efficiency; and 2)
CNNs typically have aliasing artifacts, which make the edges of

their output less accurate. Overlapping tiles are an effective
way to reduce the negative impact of aliasing artifacts.

e. Baseline method
Gridpointwise regression (the baseline) is used as the temperature downscaling baseline for comparing with CNN-based
downscaling models. For each grid point, this baseline estimates the following linear equation:
T(HR dscale) 5 k1 z(HR) 1 k2 z(LR) 1 k3 T(LR) 1 k4 ,

(1)

TABLE 2. UNet-AE semisupervised fine-tuning steps. Here, N1 and N2 are numbers of epochs (we use N1 5 1 and N2 5 2); Lz and LT
are elevation and TMAX/TMIN MAE loss values, respectively; l is the tuning coefficient (we use l 5 0.001); T(HR dscale) and
T(HR PRISM) are TMAX/TMIN produced by UNet-AE and extracted from HR PRISM, respectively; and z(HR dscale) and z(HR) are
HR elevation produced by UNet-AE and HR elevation coarsened from the ETOPO dataset.
Require pretrained UNet-AE with training domain T(HR PRISM) and z(HR)
While LT(step 2) has not converged:
Freeze UNet-AE encoder; turn off T(HR dscale) output branch
For N1 epochs:
Transferring domain random cropping and Z-score normalization
Lz(step 1) 5 MAE[z(HR dscale), z(HR)]
Optimizing UNet-AE decoder by minimizing Lz(step 1)
Unfreeze UNet-AE encoder; turn on T(HR dscale) output branch
For N2 epochs:
Turning domain random cropping and Z-score normalization
LT(step 2) 5 MAE[T(HR dscale), T(HR PRISM)]
Lz(step 2) 5 MAE[z(HR dscale), z(HR)]
Optimizing UNet-AE encoder–decoder by minimizing LT(step 2) 1 lLz(step 2)
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FIG. 4. TMAX downscaling example for 1 Jul 2018, with (a) the output of the gridpointwise regression baseline, (b) HR PRISM
downscaling target, the downscaling outputs of (e) Unet and (f) UNet-AE. Also shown are the (c, d) and (g, h) are the zoom-in views of
(c),(d) (a) and (b) and (g),(h) (e) and (f), with locations indicated by the black-outlined boxes. The black dashed line at 458N latitude is the
boundary of the training/tuning and transferring domains.

where T(HR dscale) is downscaled TMAX/TMIN. The
variables T(LR), z(HR), and z(LR) are gridpoint values of
LR PRISM, HR elevation, and LR elevation, respectively.
The inputs of the baseline are normalized by Z-score values and
by season, same as the inputs of UNet. Coefficient k is also estimated for each season separately.
This baseline cannot perform spatial generalization but is
competitive on the pretrained grid points for capturing the
lapse rate relationship of 2-m temperature. As a nonparametric
system, the complexity of this baseline increases with the domain size, and in this research, it contains 1 440 000 trainable
weights per season and in a comparable size to the two UNets.
The baseline is trained from 2015 to 2018 with grid points in
all domains including the transferring domain (the two UNets
are not trained on the transferring domain).

4. Result
a. General downscaling performance
All of the downscaling models (the baseline and two UNets)
are first compared on 1 July 2018. We apply case-based qualitative assessment because one of the objectives of downscaling
is to enhance the spatial details (Lanzante et al. 2018).
Inspecting how HR details are generated across different
downscaling methods and the HR PRISM helps in illustrating
the performance of our methods. Also, 1 July 2018 is selected
as an example case because (as we will show later in Fig. 6) this

is one of the testing days where the baseline shows high performance gains from the interpolated LR. Given that the
baseline characterizes linear relationships only, whereas the
two UNets can learn nonlinear relationships, these selected
downscaling examples illustrate how well CNNs can approximate simple relationships.
The HR TMAX outputs of all the three downscaling models
are similar within the training/tuning domain but show differences in the transferring domain, with the two UNets both
producing overly smoothed patterns that cannot fully represent the impact of small-scale terrain. UNet-AE does relatively
better than the original UNet by generating more fine-grained
HR details, for example, the valley-like patterns with higher
TMAX values over the Cascade Range (see the zoomed details
in Fig. 4).
For the TMIN downscaling on 1 July 2018, the baseline
produces blurred output in complex terrain, especially over
the northern Rockies (see the zoomed details in Fig. 5). The
downscaling outputs of the two UNets are visually better in
the training/tuning domain but are overly smoothed in the
transferring domain as compared with the HR PRISM
(Fig. 5). UNet-AE can generate more HR details than the
original UNet.
MAEs are calculated relative to the HR PRISM (see
Table 1) on both spatial and temporal dimensions as metrics of
downscaling performance. For spatially averaged MAE time
series in the training/tuning domains, the testing period MAE
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FIG. 5. As in Fig. 4, but for TMIN.

time series of the two UNets are not significantly different, but
they both outperform the baseline with MAE reductions
showing statistical significance (Figs. 6c,i). For TMAX downscaling in the transferring domain, the baseline outperforms
the two UNets with lower MAEs in the MAM/JJA/SON and
p value lower than 0.01. The UNet-AE, although less effective
compared with the baseline, can outperform the original UNet
with roughly 20% MAE reductions and statistical significance
(Fig. 6f). For TMIN downscaling in the transferring domain,
UNet-AE is the best performing method in all seasons with
10%–20% MAE reductions and can pass the significance tests
(Fig. 6l). Additionally, the MAE time series of the two UNets
are also more stable over time than the baseline, which fluctuates in seasons DJF and SON and some of the days in JJA
(Figs. 6c,i). The unstable transferring domain MAEs, especially the spikes around late-February and mid-October (see
Figs. 6f, j), are due to overestimations of valley temperature
(compared with HR PRISM) in the Cascade Range and the
northern Rockies.
MAE is also calculated for each grid point, within the testing
period, and visualized spatially. For the interpolated LR
PRISM, high MAEs are found in complex terrain including the
Rockies, Sierra Nevada, Coast Range, and the Cascade Range.
These high MAE regions are where the different downscaling
methods diverge the most, and also, where the two UNets are
expected to show improvements. Low MAEs are located
around the Great Plains on the east side of the map. These low
MAE regions are where the LR and HR temperature distributions are already similar, thus there is less opportunity for
downscaling methods to improve them (Figs. 6a,b,g,h).

In the training/tuning domain, the MAEs of the two UNets
are low and almost uniformly distributed, which confirms that
the two UNets can generate HR TMAX/TMIN patterns under
different geographical conditions. This result is consistent with
the low domain-averaged MAEs in Figs. 6c,i. The two UNets
have high MAE problems in the transferring domain with
higher gridpointwise MAEs around the northern Rockies and
the Cascade Range. UNet-AE produces slightly lower MAEs
as compared to the original UNet (Figs. 6d,e,j,k).

b. Texture analysis
In this section, the amount of fine-grained texture is
evaluated by using the discrete Laplacian as a metric.
Mathematically, it is the second-order derivative operator
that measures the concavity of input. When applied to
gridded data for edge detection, the discrete Laplacian can
be calculated through a 3-by-3 filter [Eq. (2)]:
3
0 1 0
Dxy 5 4 1 24 1 5 ,
0 1 0
2

Laplacian(T) 5 T(x, y)*Dxy ,

(2)

where (x, y) are longitude and latitude coordinates, d is the grid
spacing, Dxy means two-dimensional operator, and the asterisk
indicates convolution. Positive and negative Laplacian values
correspond to outer and inner edges (Reuter et al. 2009). In this
section, we use domain-averaged mean absolute Laplacians
as a proxy of the fine-grained texture amount (Fig. 7).
As a bottom-line reference, the interpolated LR PRISM
showed the lowest mean absolute Laplacians in all conditions,
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FIG. 6. The TMAX/TMIN MAEs of interpolated LR PRISM and three downscaling models, showing the gridpointwise (a),(b),(d),(e)
TMAX and (g),(h),(j),(k) TMIN MAEs within the entire testing period. Also shown are the domain-averaged c),(f) TMAX and (i),(l)
TMIN MAEs on each testing day. The numbers given in the right column are the mean MAEs of the four seasons, with the lowest MAE in
each season displayed in boldface font. The (c),(f) MAE time series in the testing period in (c), (f), (i), and (l) are compared through a twosample Student’s t test, where a p value lower than 0.01 indicates statistical significance; a dagger means that the baseline outperforms the
two UNets, an asterisk means that the two UNets outperform the baseline, and a double asterisk means that UNet-AE outperforms the
original UNet.

because bicubic interpolation cannot generate fine-grained texture, so has no skill in this evaluation. The mean absolute
Laplacian of HR PRISM is higher than that of the interpolated
LR, and changes over time, with domain-averaged values in JJA
and SON more stable than the values in DJF and MAM (Fig. 7).
The baseline produces high mean absolute Laplacians, but it
is not highly correlated with the mean absolute Laplacians of
HR PRISM. This means the baseline can generate high texture
amounts, but its variability differs from the HR PRISM (Fig. 7,
orange solid lines, and Pearson correlation coefficients around
0.4). For the two UNets, their mean absolute Laplacians in the
training/tuning domains are lower than that of the HR PRISM
but can follow its temporal evolution (Figs. 7a,c). In the

transferring domain, the two UNets generate more smoothed
outputs, with lower mean absolute Laplacian values, but the
time series is still correlated well with the HR PRISM (i.e.,
Pearson correlation coefficient . 0.85; Figs. 7b,d). Unlike the
baseline, which generates arbitrary levels of textures in all
areas, the two UNets have learned when to assign more or
fewer textures in their outputs. UNet-AE produces mean absolute Laplacians that are correlated with the HR PRISM, and
comparable or higher than the original UNet, with larger improvements found in the transferring domain and TMAX
downscaling (Figs. 7a,b).
Based on MAE and texture evaluations, the two UNets
showed reliable performance in the training/tuning domains
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FIG. 7. Mean absolute Laplacians averaged from the (left) training/tuning and (right) transferring domain (a),(b) TMAX and (c),(d)
TMIN fields. Pearson correlations of mean absolute Laplacian series between the downscaling outputs and HR PRISM are provided in the
smaller font. All of the correlations are statistically significant with p values lower than 0.01.

and the testing period, thus have the temporal generalization
ability. The original UNet does not have adequate spatial
generalization ability, as it produces overly smoothed outputs
with high MAEs in the transferring domain, especially over the
complex terrain of the northern Rockies and Cascade Range.
UNet-AE is less affected by this problem, showing lower
transferring domain MAEs and more fine-grained texture
amount. The latent AE and semisupervised model tuning
contributed to the performance gain of UNet-AE over UNet as
they can benefit the semantic extraction of HR elevation,
which makes the UNet-AE output less smooth and more relevant to the HR elevation. Based on permutation feature importance (the increase of reconstruction loss when an input is
shuffled randomly; higher loss value increase means higher
feature importance) in Table 3, UNet-AE extracts more information from the HR elevation than the original UNet.
Another piece of evidence is that UNet-AE performs summer
TMAX downscaling well. The spatial distribution of summer
TMAX is closely related to terrain variations (Fig. 4b), with
high and stable mean Laplacian values (Figs. 7a,b), likely resulting from its training against HR PRISM. The performance
gain of UNet-AE in TMAX downscaling indicates that it can
use the HR elevation input more effectively, and that it has
better spatial generalization ability in complex terrain as
compared with the original UNet.

c. Distribution analysis
This section relates MAE and texture evaluation of downscaling by focusing on two aspects:

1) oversmoothness—the case in which HR PRISM contains a
high texture amount but the downscaling output is relatively smooth, and
2) oversharpening—the case in which HR PRISM is relatively smooth but downscaling output contains a high
texture amount.
Level of smoothing and sharpening are concepts in the assessment of natural images (e.g., Muhammad et al. 2018).
Based on the texture analysis, we use interpolated LR PRISM
as the completely smoothed reference to separate the two
causes by calculating the following variables:
DT(HR PRISM) 5 jT(HR PRISM) 2 T(LR)j
DT(HR dscale) 5 jT(HR dscale) 2 T(LR)j ,

and
(3)

where T(HR PRISM), T(HR dscale), and T(LR) are HR
PRISM, downscaled, and interpolated LR TMAX/TMIN gridpoint values, respectively.
If T(HR dscale) contains a high amount of fine-grained texture,
then the probability density function (PDF) of DT(HR dscale) is
negatively skewed, since interpolated LR PRISM contains nearzero fine-grained textures (Fig. 7). By comparing the joint PDF of
DT(HR PRISM) and DT(HR dscale), oversmoothness, with HR
PRISM deviating more from LR PRISM relative to the downscaling output [DT(HR PRISM) . DT(HR dscale)], and oversharpening [DT(HR PRISM) , DT(HR dscale)] can be separated
by examining the tail of distribution. If the tail is located closer to
the axis of DT(HR PRISM) (y axis in Figs. 8 and 9 ), then the
downscaling output is overly smooth, and vice versa.

TABLE 3. Permutation feature importance as represented by the mean 6 standard deviation of HR TMAX/TMIN reconstruction loss
increase (8C) and calculated from 40 000 random croppings in all seasons and domains. Higher values are displayed as boldface font and
represent higher feature importance for either UNet or UNet-AE.
TMAX
LR temperature
UNet
UNet-AE

23

1.038 6 10
0.948 6 1023

TMIN

HR elevation

LR elevation

23

23

0.609 6 10
0.706 6 1023

0.510 6 10
0.531 6 1023

LR temperature
23

0.948 6 10
0.924 6 1023

HR elevation

LR elevation

23

0.342 6 1023
0.314 6 1023

0.361 6 10
0.393 6 1023
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FIG. 8. For the (a) training/tuning and (b) transferring domains, two-dimensional histograms (color shaded) and joint probabilistic
distribution functions (dashed line contours). The x axis represents the absolute difference between the TMAX downscaling outputs and
interpolated LR PRISM, and the y axis represents the absolute difference between HR PRISM and interpolated LR PRISM. The black
solid diagonal line represents the identity relation. Different seasons are displayed by rows, and different downscaling methods are
displayed by columns.

Based on the above means of distribution evaluation, the
TMAX downscaling baseline is found to have both oversharpening and oversmoothness problems in the training/tuning
domain and especially in seasons SON and DJF (Fig. 8a). This
bias of distribution tail appears in conjunction with the high
mean absolute Laplacians of the baseline (Fig. 7a) and causes its
high MAEs in Fig. 6c. Histograms of the two UNets show better
and more balanced distributions on either side of the line of
identical relationships (Fig. 8a).
In the transferring domain, histograms of the two UNets
show stronger oversmoothness problems throughout all the
seasons, but UNet-AE does better than the original UNet. This
result is consistent with the previous evaluation of the two
UNets in the transferring domain, as UNet-AE showed both
lower MAEs in Fig. 6f and higher mean absolute Laplacians
than the original UNet in Fig. 7b.
The baseline has oversmoothness problems in the distribution evaluation of TMIN downscaling (Fig. 9a). As mentioned
in the visual inspection of Fig. 5a, this oversmoothness signal is

related to the undesirable blurred patterns in the northern
Rockies. Histograms of the two UNets are more concentrated
along the line of identical relationships, better than the baseline, but still, with oversmoothness signals found in SON/DJF
seasons. The original UNet showed stronger oversmoothness
signals in the transferring domain than that of the UNet-AE,
consistent with its high MAEs and low mean absolute
Laplacians (Fig. 9b).
The two UNets, especially the original UNet, show poorer
downscaling performance in the transferring domain as compared with the baseline. However, it is not a fair comparison as
the two UNets are trained only in the training/tuning domains,
whereas the baseline is also trained with transferring domain
gridpoint values.

d. Testing on the NCEP GDAS/FNL data
In this section, the downscaling performance of the two UNets
are analyzed by using preprocessed 0.258 NCEP GDAS/FNL as
inputs, and HR PRISM as the evaluation target. Based on the
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FIG. 9. As in Fig. 8, but for TMIN.

testing period evaluations, UNet-AE showed the overall best
performance with the statistically significantly lowest MAEs
(Figs. 10i,j and 11i,j ). The performance of the original UNet and
baseline are similar, with the original UNet slightly better in
TMIN downscaling. Interpolated LR showed the worst MAEs for
all comparisons.
Although UNet-AE achieved significantly lower MAEs in
all downscaling domains and seasons, its performance gains
compared to the baseline are limited, and downscaling examples for 1 July 2018 show less fine-grained texture compared to
using LR PRISM input (cf. Figs. 10f, 4f, 11f and 5f). This indicates the difficulty of generating PRISM-like patterns conditioned on the numerical model LR input. We think this
difficulty can be attributed to two main reasons: 1) numerical
model fields contain systematic model error, and this error can
be larger than the MAE reductions contributed by the downscaling methods. One example of this model error is the warm bias
of TMAX/TMIN over the Great Plains (e.g., Figs. 11c,d,g,h).
Based on the MAE spatial patterns, gridpointwise MAEs between LR and HR PRISM over the Great Plain are small
(Figs. 6a,g), which means the contribution of downscaling
methods will also be limited. Thus when large model errors
occur over the Great Plains, it will negatively impact the

gridpoint-based evaluations of all downscaling methods. 2)
Unlike the LR PRISM that is derived from a noise-free coarsening process, numerical model LR inputs contain a mismatch of
representations. For example, if the topography of a numerical
model is smoothed to stabilize the numerical calculations, then
the resulting TMAX/TMIN will have different data characteristics from LR PRISM. Noise caused by the mismatch of input
LR can be amplified by the nonlinear behavior of deep neural
networks and yield less successful predictions (e.g., Dai et al.
2018; Gong et al. 2017).
In summary, although the numerical model generalization
experiments with NCEP GDAS/FNL inputs showed UNet-AE
outperforms other methods (e.g., significantly lower MAEs),
they also raise concerns resulting from how UNets may respond to LR inputs with different characteristics.

5. Discussion and conclusions
A semantic-segmentation CNN called UNet, and a modified version called UNet-AE, are proposed for downscaling
TMAX/TMIN from 0.258 (roughly 28 km) to 4-km grid
spacing over the complex terrain of the western continental
United States. The two UNets take high-resolution (HR)
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FIG. 10. TMAX downscaling performed with NCEP GDAS/FNL inputs: (b) HR PRISM data on 1 Jul 2018; downscaling outputs of the
(a) baseline, (e) original UNet and (f) UNet-AE on the same testing day; (c),(d) zoom-in views of (a) and(b); and (g),(h) zoom-in views of
(e) and (f). The black dashed lines in (a)–(h) at 458N latitude are the boundaries of the training/tuning and transferring domains. Also
shown are domain-averaged MAEs calculated from 1 Jan to 31 Dec 2018 for four seasons for the (i) training/tuning and (j) transferring
domains. Numbers with boldface font represent the lowest MAEs with a Student’s t test p value of lower than 0.01.

elevation, interpolated low-resolution (LR) elevation and
gridded LR TMAX/TMIN as inputs; with the aim of predicting the HR TMAX/TMIN obtained from HR PRISM.
Deep-learning models like the two UNets employed herein
can learn complex relationships, make predictions for unseen
testing scenarios, and should outperform simpler downscaling
methods. Based on the MAE, texture, and joint temperature
distribution evaluations with two-dimensional histograms, the
two UNets outperformed the gridpointwise regression baseline
in the training domain. Following semisupervised model tuning,
UNet-AE also outperformed the original UNet in an independent transferring domain and using different LR input data
(NCEP GDAS/FNL). The latter findings indicate good

generalizability across different regions and LR input data
sources. Based on these results, UNet-AE shows promise
for multiple use cases, including regions that have paucityof-data problems.
Spatial and numerical model generalizations are not well
studied for existing SD methods, but it is worth pursuing local
impact studies to assess benefits to regions where observation
truth is not available. Semisupervised learning benefits the
generalization performance of CNNs (e.g., Tang et al. 2016),
and we demonstrated this with our results from using UNet-AE
with transferring domain fine-tuning. Based on permutation
feature importance evaluation in Table 3, UNet-AE extracts
more information from the HR elevation than the original
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FIG. 11. As in Fig. 10, but for TMIN.

UNet. This is advantageous given the importance of HR elevation in terrain semantic analysis and spatial generalization.
Numerical model generalization of the two UNets was evaluated with NCEP GDAS/FNL data. UNet-AE performed better
than the baseline and UNet, but with limited improvements. As
discussed in section 4, this is likely because 1) numerical model
error overrides the performance gains of downscaling methods;
and 2) of inconsistencies between LR numerical models and LR
PRISM. Reason 2 lends insight into more aspects of uncertainty
quantification, for example, how well can UNet perform, given
outliers and ambiguous inputs. Paschali et al. (2018) evaluated the
uncertainty of UNet with crafted adversarial samples; Gal and
Ghahramani (2016) examined uncertainties of a broader range of
deep-learning models through Monte Carlo dropout. Techniques
from these studies could be used to quantify uncertainty in CNNbased downscaling models.

There are possible solutions for reducing uncertainty in CNN
output when processing unseen numerical models. First, stateof-the-art adversarial training can help CNNs handle input space
uncertainties (e.g., Zhu et al. 2017). Second, a denoising step that
converts numerical model LR to a ‘‘clean LR’’ that is similar to
LR PRISM could be integrated within the downscaling pipeline.
If the denoising step is also CNN based, then it can be trained in
conjunction with the downscaling CNN. Third, the unsupervised
loss of UNet-AE is defined as pixel-level MAE. This is valid for
temperature downscaling because elevation and 2-m temperature are correlated. In seeking better generalization performance, the unsupervised loss could be defined as perceptual loss
(e.g., Bruna et al. 2016; Johnson et al. 2016) or physics-based
constraints (e.g., Qian et al. 2019).
This research applied bicubic interpolation to transform
LR fields to 4-km HR grid spacing to be used as input.
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Recent superresolution research views interpolating LR as a
redundant process because interpolations are time-consuming
and introduce artificial effects that may hamper the training of
CNNs (Yang et al. 2019). This general concept needs to be
revised within the context of downscaling. We think using interpolated rather than the original LR input benefits the
downscaling training because for surface meteorological variables like TMAX/TMIN, part of their spatial covariance can be
modeled as a function of distance (i.e., first law of geography;
Tobler 1970). Thus, interpolation that takes geographical coordinates as inputs can provide a good prior for reconstructing
the HR downscaling target.
To our knowledge, no previous research has experimented
with encoder–decoder CNNs and semisupervised transfer
learning in downscaling problems. From the formulation of our
work, other state-of-the-art semantic-segmentation models
[e.g., H-DenseUNet (Li et al. 2018), UNet11 (Z. Zhou et al.
2018), and S-net (Schlemper et al. 2019)] and semisupervised
learning approaches (e.g., cycle-consistent adversarial training;
Zhu et al. 2017) could be applied to further improve the performance of CNN-based downscaling.
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